ABSTRACT. We give a simple sufficient condition for an analytic function in the unit disk to have a radial image of finite length.
Introduction.
If / is an analytic function defined on the unit disk D = {z EC: \z\ < 1}, we define the radial variation function of f, V(/,-):[0,2ir)-[0,oo)U{oo}, by the rule V(f,9)= [ \f'(reie)\dr, all 9 € (0,2w).
In the present paper we prove that V(f, 6) is finite for at least one 6 E [0,27r) if / is of moderate growth in the unit disk and /' is bounded on some arc tending to the boundary of D. Then there exists 6 E [0,27r) such that V(f,6) < 00.
Theorem 1 is proved in §3, by means of the harmonic majorization discussed in §2. In §4 we present a corollary directed to an open question concerning the radial images of bounded functions in the disk.
Majorization.
The following lemma shows how the radial growth of a function which is subharmonic in the upper half plane is restricted in the case that it is bounded on a curve terminating at the origin.
LEMMA l. Suppose h, T, and £ meet the following conditions: (1) h is subharmonic in H+ = {z E C: Im 2 > 0} and £ E (0, 00).
(2) h(x + iy) < log ± if x + iy E H+ and x2 + y2 < 1. PROOF. Choose M E (0,00), a E (tt/2, tt) so that 7r/2a < 1/2 + e, h(T(t)) < M for all i G [0,1), and h(eie) < M for all 6 E [tt -a, a). Finally, select 6 E (0,oo). We shall prove Note that (6) implies (5), since 7r/2a < 1/2-fe, and both i/o and ¿ are arbitrary.
We now prove (6). Corresponding to fixed yo and ¿1 choose numbers p and d such that
Also, introduce the following sets which depend on the chosen number d: Ti = {del6 : 0 < d < n} U {reta : d < r < 1} U {e20 : tt/2 < 6» < a}, T2 = {del6 :0<6<tv}U {reî(7r"a) : d < r < 1} U {el$ : n -a < 6 < tt/2}, t*sinf{í€[0,l) : |r(i)|=d}, 7* = {r(i):0<i<i*}, 2? = {z E C : Ti U 7* separates z from 00}, 31 = {z E C : T2 U 7* separates z from 00}.
We claim iy0 G Jz? U3? U 7*. This follows from Janisewski's Theorem [1, p. 362], since the set (Ti U 7*) il (r2 U 7*) = {de10 : 0 < 9 < w} U 7* is connected and Ti U T2 separates iyo from 00. We may therefore assume iyo E Sf: indeed, (6) is immediate if iyo E 7*, and if ¿i/o G ¿% we merely replace h and T by their reflections in the imaginary axis.
Assuming that iyo E Sf, let Í2 denote the set of complex numbers which may be connected to iyo by a path not crossing Fi U 7*. By definition of fi, it follows that Bdry fi c Ti U 7* (here Bdry fi denotes the C-boundary of Q). Indeed, since m > 0, any point outside S either lies on Ti or may be connected to 00 without crossing Ti U 7*. So, if z G f2 and z ^ S, we could connect iyo to z and 0 to oo without crossing Ti U 7*: but this contradicts the assumption that iyo G Sf. Therefore, 0 is a compact subset of H+, O C S, and BdryQc (Ti U 7*) -{d, -d}.
We may now complete the proof. For z = x + iy E H+ define Since p E [0,1) we may choose e so that (i + e)(p + 1) < 1 and obtain f \f'(r)\dr=[ f'f1-^( l + 2/): dy < 00.
This establishes Theorem 1.
Corollary for bounded functions.
Although the question of the rectifiability of radial images originates in Rudin's paper [3] , it is still unknown whether all the radial images of a bounded analytic function / can be of infinite length. However, by Corollary 1 (stated below), this is impossible if /' has less than the maximal density of zeros possible for the derivative of a bounded analytic function in the disk.
